I. Introduction
A dance work does not merely rely on gestures as a medium, but also requires other artistic elements which are an important part of a dance performance. The accompaniment of dance music, costumes, or other properties in supporting the beauty of a dance performance becomes one unit that helps build the astetic value of a dance performance. In connection with this, a composition of music as a accompaniment of dance works requires a solitary collaboration between music artists and dance artists, this is something that is very common to do. In the context of the performance of dance works accompanied by musical composition, the combination of the two branches of art is a demand for the realization of better aesthetic values, including a combination of dance with other art disciplines in terms of completeness of property and stage setting.
In the author's observation of colossal performances of dance works, there was a very intense involvement between dance groups and musician groups. In this case the researcher tries to investigate the process of cooperation that occurs and the process of creating musical compositions to complement a dance composition performance. Based on the observations of the authors there are two groups of art disciplines that are seriously involved in this, namely the group of dancers and dancers and music arrangers and musicians. The group of music stylists involved is one of the music groups that concentrates on the traditional music genre of North Sumatra. However, they are very open to collaborating with other artists both dance, theater and other artists. The existence of a group of musicians who are always passionate and have many orders of musical compositions from various other art communities, becomes a focus of observation in this study. How this group proceeded to work on the composition of music for dance accompaniment colossally, and how this musical composition functioned in a dance work became the subject matter of this study.
In a dance performance in Medan, which is held every year, it always carries various themes of social life and also the themes of local life. On this occasion a group of young artists composed accompaniment music that carries the theme: "a combination of eight ethnic North Sumatra", the seriousness of this group ultimately resulted in a musical composition that can be said to be good and meet the satisfaction of both dance groups who use their services and their audience . How is their work process so that they are able to produce a good musical composition and how the function of music in the dance work becomes an interesting thing to study
II. Research Methods
This study is descriptive qualitative, namely the steps of conducting field observations, interviews, lab work, and analyzing data. Data analysis techniques are carried out by the process of analyzing and systematically compiling data obtained from interviews, field observations, and work results of the Lab, then selecting data and then organizing data into categories, describing into units, synthesizing, arranging into patterns, choose which ones are important, and will be studied, and make conclusions so that they are easily understood by themselves and others.
III. Discussion

The process of Creating Cusical Compositions for Dance Accompaniment.
The process of creating artworks basically comes from experience through ideas and ideas embodied in artistic expression, both in the form of dance and other music and arts. In the process of art, artists tend to consider things that can determine the quality or quality of their artwork. Some important things to note are the power of the artist's ability to manage these artistic elements, both technical and non-technical issues, such as composition issues, instrument use, playing techniques, the level of difficulty and refinement of art that can boost the aesthetic value of an artwork. This concept of creativity will give birth to a variety of highvalue works of art.
At the next stage of development, the combination of music and dance as part of performance art, is something that usually happens, where music acts as one of the elements that can make a dance performance more interesting and vice versa. Music composition that is intended as a dance accompaniment, basically can be created in various ways, ranging from the use of instruments, techniques to play it and how to compose it. In this case music as accompaniment in a dance composition or helping to strengthen expression (inspiration) in a dance work, does not mean that its existence is not important or is merely a supporter of dance work.
The combination of accompaniment music with dance is a unified whole and in the end will have an impact on the performance. Music and dance in this case work together in creating emotional touches to the dancers and viewers. The combination of the composition of music with dance is always related to the mechanism in which there is an atmosphere effect in building dance movements. The combination of accompaniment music with dance covers the area of quality of space and time, what dancers will do in performing dance movements and the composition of music as a dance accompaniment can be done optimally. Therefore, in combining music with a dance, it is necessary to have intense cooperation in order to create a harmony between music and dance.
-The Form of dance composition This dance work was created based on eight ethnic North Sumatra dance movements, by exploring the eight main ethnic movements in North Sumatra. namely: Malay dance traditions, Toba dance traditions, Mandailing dance traditions, Angkola dance traditions, Simalungun dance traditions, Dairi dance traditions, Nias dance traditions, coastal dance ethnic. This dance work is divided into 3 main parts, namely: 1 opening part, 2) the contents of the dance piece, 3) the closing section. In the content section of the dance consists of four main parts by being coded starting from part A, part B, part C, and part D. Each main part with the material of motion and setting the atmosphere differently. The following is a complete form of dance composition:
1. The opening part (dance introduction).
Section contents: -Composition of dance form A (Karo ethnic and Pak-Pak ethnic movement material, village atmosphere in the morning) -Composition of dance form B (ethnic movement material of Malays and Ethnic Toba, atmosphere of activity of doing fun between men and women) -Composition of dance form C (Material of ethnic Mandailing and Ethnic
Simalungun movement, atmosphere of giving advice in living life) -The composition of dance form D (seal of movement of the coast and ethnic Nias, atmosphere, disputes between youth and ended a happy peace) 3. The closing section -Showing cross-cultural in social dynamics manifested in the combination of the movements of eight ethnic North Sumatra. In this case if the aspect of dance movement has its roots in certain ethnic dances, then the accompaniment music must depart from the traditional music in question. This is considered important to present a regional atmosphere of ethnic -ethnic diversity in North Sumatra. Because the dance works departed from the framework of the eight ethnic North Sumatra concept, the composer made a musical composition rooted in eight ethnic North Sumatra. This includes Malay ethnicity, Toba Batak ethnicity, Karo ethnicity, Simalungun ethnicity, Mandailing ethnicity, Angkola ethnicity, Pakpak-Dairi ethnicity, Nias ethnicity, and Pesisir sibolga as the source of the creation of dance accompaniment.
Figure 1. Performances of eight ethnic North Sumatra based dance works
Budapest International Research and Critics Institute-Journal (BIRCI-Journal) Volume 2, No 2, May 2019 , Page: 321-327 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www. -The process of creating musical composition of accompaniment dance Several phases carried out in the process of cooperation in the cultivation of the composition of dance accompaniment music: 1. Pre-composition phase In the pre-composition phase is preparation in working on the composition of dance accompaniment music by doing several things, including:
a. Conduct discussions and equation about matters relating to dance works (various forms of motion in dance, the atmosphere in each part, tempo, rhythm, and other aesthetic elements). b. Observe various aspects of dance, atmosphere, rhythm and tempo of dance. In the revision phase several things were carried out, including: a. Perform joint corrections to the composition of the initial music b. Revise both addition and subtraction of various musical aspects to the composition of the initial music. c. Re-applying the revised music to dance works can find maximum results
Final composition phase
This phase is the composition of dance accompaniment music that has no longer undergone changes and is ready to be played in accompanying dance works. In collecting musical sound idioms as material for the composition of dance accompaniment, tracking of melodic, rhythmic and rhythmic forms on the ethnic music culture in North Sumatra is carried out. The following is a table of sources for musical idioms used in the composition of the accompaniment of eight ethnic North Sumatra folk dance accompaniment. 
Music Function in Performing dance works
In this case music as one type of art that has a role towards other types of art (dance composition) becomes one interrelated entity. In this connection, the relationship between music and dance cannot be separated in a performance package, because music has a very
